kX=X for all k, XGK, or (2) k\ = k for all k, XGK. This is an immediate consequence of Faucett's Theorem 1.3 in [6] ; see Lemma 11 below. By passing to the product-dual of 5 if necessary, we can and shall assume (1). Then K is right-simple, i.e. contains no proper right ideal. Conversely, any right-simple thread has the multiplication (1); indeed, any simple thread coincides with its kernel, and so has this structure or its product-dual. If / is an ideal of a thread S, and is also a closed interval in S, then we can order the Rees [10] factor semigroup T = S/J in the obvious way, and T becomes thereby a thread with zero. We call 5 a linear extension of J byT.
In ptirticular, any thread 5 with nondegenerate kernel K is a linear extension of K by T = S/K. Part II is thus concerned with the problem of finding all possible linear extensions 5 of a right-simple thread K by a thread T with zero.
There is a natural division in the results according to whether T is commutative or not. Assume T is commutative.
If the zero element of T is at one end, then an extension 5 of K by T always exists, and all such are given by Theorem 8 below. Let T=[f, e] with f<0<e.
If ef(=fe)=0, then an extension of K by T always exists, and all such are given by Theorem 10. If efj^O, we can assume that ef<0 by passing to the order-dual of T if necessary. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an extension of K by T is that there exist an idempotent g>0 in 7" such that (l)/g = 0, and (2) K is order-anti-isomorphic with some homomorphic image of the subthread [0, g] of T. (See §11 for discussion of this second condition.) A description of how to obtain all extensions of K by T when these conditions are satisfied is given by Theorems 9 and 10.
Assume T is noncommutative. Then, by Theorem 7 of Part I, T is a contact extension of a January thread J, which may be either left or righthanded. If AT is a right simple thread, then an extension of K by T exists if and only if J is right-handed.
All possible extensions are described in Theorems 11 and 12.
In order to keep the paper from becoming unduly long, proofs of the converse halves of all the theorems have been omitted. These will be made available privately in mimeographed form. The author is indebted to C R. Storey for greatly simplified proofs of Lemmas 12, 13, and 14, and for improvements in the statement and proof of Lemma 15 and Theorem 9.
11. Preliminary remarks. In all of the theorems of this paper we meet a situation which is best formulated in advance. Let T be a standard thread [0, e] , i.e. a thread with lower endpoint acting as zero, and upper endpoint as identity element (see introduction to Part I). Let AC be a right simple thread. A continuous, monotone nonincreasing mapping 9 of T into K such that if 6(xi)=6(x2) tor some xx, x2 in T, then d(xix) =6(x2x) for all x in T, will be called a closed, convex, order-antihomomorphism (abbreviation: c.c.o-a-h.) for the following reason. If we define the relation p in T by X\px2 if and only if 0(xx) =6(x2), then p is a congruence relation in T. Since the congruence classes are closed intervals of T, p is by definition ( §5) a closed, convex, congruence relation. By Lemma 9 (1), T/p is a standard thread. B(T) is a closed interval in K which is order-anti-isomorphic with T/p. Conversely, if some closed interval / in K is order-anti-isomorphic with a homomorphic image T of T, then there exists a c.c.o-a-h. 6 of T onto /. In fact, 6 =<p\p where \p is a homomorphism (with respect to both order and product) of T onto T, and cp is an order-anti-isomorphism of T onto I. (This is, of course, a much stronger statement than to say merely that / is an order-anti-homomorphic image of T.) Condition (2) of the result mentioned in the fourth from last paragraph of the introduction is to be considered in the light of these remarks, taking I = K.
We shall adhere throughout the paper to the notation used in the introduction.
5 will denote a thread with proper and nondegenerate kernel K= [a, u] , a<co. The upper and lower endpoints of 5 will be denoted by e and / respectively. T will denote the Rees factor semigroup S/K. The zero element of T will be denoted by 0. We shall identify the complement S\K of K in S with r° = r\{o). If/=a (e=w) we shall say that if is "at the lower (upper) end of S."
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Faucett's Theorem 1.3 in [6] . We give a proof, however, since it can be made much shorter than his in the case under consideration.
Lemma 11. Let S be a thread without zero, and K its kernel. Either (1) K is a minimal right ideal of S, and xK = nfor all x in S and Kin K; or (2) K is a minimal left ideal of S, and kx = Kfor all x in S and k in K.
Proof. As shown by Numakura (loc. cit., Theorem 6) K is the union of disjoint minimal left (right) ideals of S, and these are closed sets. Moreover, each minimal left (right) ideal has the form KX (XK) with X an element of K, and so (being a continuous image of the connected set K) is connected. Hence the minimal left (right) ideals of S are closed intervals in K. Moreover, they are isomorphic (and homeomorphic), so that if one is degenerate, they all are. Suppose first that there exists a nondegenerate minimal right ideal RinK.
Let X be an interior point of R. X belongs to the minimal left ideal L = SX. H = L(~\R is a closed and connected topological subgroup of K, hence a closed interval, and hence iJ={Xj since a nondegenerate closed interval is not homogeneous.
But this entails L= {X}. For the interval L could not meet the interval R only at an interior point X of R, unless it is degenerate. Thus every minimal left ideal of K is degenerate. If kGK, then {k} is a left ideal of 5, and so xk -k for all x in .S. Since R meets every left ideal of S, it must coincide with K. Thus (1) holds. If there exists a nondegenerate minimal left ideal in K, then the dual argument shows that (2)holds. Were all minimal left ideals in K and all minimal right ideals in K degenerate, K itself would be degenerate, contrary to hypothesis. Because of Lemma 11, K is either right-simple or left-simple. By passing to the product-dual of 5 if necessary, we can assume that the former is the case. Throughout this paper, K will be a right-simple thread. If K is the kernel of S then xk = k for all x in S and k in K. 12. Threads with kernel at one end. Throughout this section, .S will denote a thread with a proper nondegenerate kernel K= [a, co] at one end. By passing to the order-dual of S if necessary, we can and shall assume that K is at the lower end of S. Thus S= [a, e] , and T = S/K is a thread [0, e] with zero at the lower end. By the corollary to Lemma 1, e is the identity element of T, and T is a standard thread. The Rees quotient T = S/K, ordered in the obvious way, is a standard thread [0, e] , and therefore has the structure described in Theorem 3. Let T" = T\ {0} = S\K. [co, e] is a subthread of S isomorphic with T.
The mapping \p of K into K defined by iP(k) =/ce is a retraction of K onto a subinterval [8, co] 
Conversely, let T-[0, e] be a nondegenerate standard thread, and let K be a nondegenerate right simple thread [a, co] . Let 9 be a closed, convex, order-antihomomorphism of Tinto K. Let \j/bea retraction of K onto d(T). Let T" = T\{0}, 5 = XUr°. Define product o in S by (Nl-4). Introduce an ordering < into S preserving those in K and T" and such that k<x for every k in K and x in T". Then S is a thread [a, e] with kernel K= [a, e] at the lower end, and S/K=T.
Proof. All of the first paragraph of the theorem was noted in the introduction, except the last sentence, and this is just Lemma 12. \p is evidently a retraction of K onto Ke, and Ke is a closed subinterval (NI) follows from Lemma 12. (N3) and (N4) follow from Lemma 11.
To prove (N2), let \[/(k) =6(t), i.e. ne=8t. Dropping the notation o (which is introduced primarily for the converse half of the theorem), we have kox = kx= Kex = 8tx =d(tx).
As promised in the introduction, we omit the proof of the converse, and proceed to a discussion of the construction of all linear extensions 5 of a given nondegenerate right simple thread K=[a, co] by a given nondegenerate standard thread T= [0, e]. There always exists a linear extension 5 of if by T, since we can take \(/(k) =co for all k in K, and 0(0 =co for all t in T. This is, moreover, the only possible extension when we take /3=co. Now let 8 be a fixed element of K such that /3<co. Then there will exist a linear extension 5of if by T with the property Ke - [8,u] if and only if there exists a c.c.o-a-h. 0 of T onto [8, co] . \p can be any retraction of K onto [8, co] , e.g.
(fi iiKG [a,8] ,
It is now clear that we will obtain all possible threads 5 with proper nondegenerate kernel at the lower end if we perform in all possible ways the following sequence of constructions.
( 13. Threads 51 with interior kernel K such that S/K is commutative. In this section we shall consider threads S= [f, e] having nondegenerate kernel K= [a, co] such that f<a<io<e, and such that T = S/K is commutative. At first we shall consider the case where e is the identity element of T. The structure of T is given by Theorem 4: J1 is the linear extension of T" = [/, 0] by V = [0, e] defined by <p(x') =fx'(=x'f), x'ET.
Since T' and T" are subthreads of T, and K is an ideal of S, it is clear that the intervals [a, e] and [/, co] are subthreads of .S of the type discussed in the preceding section. Since eSf^Se is a connected set containing e and/, it must coincide with S, and we conclude that e is the identity element of S. Thus [a, e] has the structure described in Theorem 8 with \[/ the identity mapping of K onto itself (8= a). As a corollary of the following lemma, we shall see that [/, co] is at the other extreme: the analogous \p maps K onto the single element a (which of course plays the role of co in Theorem 8 since K is at the upper end of [/, co] , a=fc for some c in (co, e). Thus ac = (af)c = a(fc)=a2=a.
Since [co, e] is isomorphic with T' and thus it is a standard thread, g = lim c" is an idempotent element, co^g^c, and g is a zero for [g, e] . From ac = a we conclude acn =a for every positive integer n.
Hence ag=a lim C = lim acn-a. Moreover, since cg = g, fg=f(cg) =(fc)g = ag = a. Were g=co we would have a=ag = ato=co. Hence g>co.
Since ag = ga = a and since Sg and gS are connected, g must be an identity for [a, g] . Furthermore, fg=aGK implies gf=fg = 0 in T. Hence gfGK, and gf=f(gf) = (fg)f=af=a.
(2) Let xG[f,a] and y G [a, g ] . Then xy = (xf) (gy) = x(fg)y -xay = ay and yX= (yg)(fx) -y(gf)x=yax = ax = a.
(3) Finally, since g is a zero for [g, e] , a[g, e] = (ag) [g, e] =ag = a. Theorem 9. Lei S be a thread [f, e] with nondegenerate interior kernel K = [a, co] such that the Rees quotient T = S/K is commutative, and such that e is the identity element of T. K is right simple or left simple, and by passing to the product dual of S if necessary, we can and shall assume the former.
(1) There exists an idempotent element g>0 in T such that fg = 0.
(2) e is the identity element of S.
(3) [a, e] is a subthread of S having the structure described in Theorem 8, with \p the identity mapping of K onto itself, and 0 the mapping 8(t)=at of [co, e] onto K. 6 is a closed, convex, order-anti-homomorphism of [co, e] onto K; in fact, 0 maps [co, g] onto K, and maps [g, e] onto the single element a.
(4) The binary operation in S, which we now denote by o, is completely determined by that in T, which we now denote by juxtaposition, and the mapping 6, as follows (wherein x, yGT° = T\{o}; tGT; k, XGK): Conversely, let T be a thread [f, e] with identity element e and interior zero element 0, and let T satisfy condition (1) above. Let K be a nondegenerate right simple thread [a, co] . Let T° = T\{o} and S = KVJT°. Let 9 be a closed, convex, order-anti-homomorphism of T'= [0, e] onto K such that 9(g) =a, where g is defined in (1); thus 9(0) =co and 9(x) =a for all x in [g, e] . Define product o in S by (Ml-4). Define order in S preserving that in K and Ta, and such that x<k or x>k (x in T° and k in K) according to whether x<0 or x>0 in T. Then S is a thread with kernel K such that S/K= T. To show (M2), first let K = d(t)=at and let x>co. Then nx = atx=6(tx).
Next let x<a. Then kx = ol by part (2) of Lemma 15, with y replaced by k.
(M3) and (M4) follow from Lemma 11. We omit the proof of the converse.
Corollary. Let T be a (commutative) thread [f, e] with interior zero element 0 such that e is the identity element of T.
(1) Let K be a nondegenerate right simple thread [a, co] . Then there will exist a linear extension S of K by T if and only if T contains an idempotent element g>0 such that fg = 0 and such that K is order-anti-isomorphic with a homomorphic image of the standard subthread of the converse half of Theorem 9, and so defines a linear extension 5 of K by T. That S is uniquely determined by 6 follows from the direct half of Theorem 9.
(2) The necessity follows from Theorem 9. For the sufficiency, we may take K to be an order-anti-isomorphic image of [0, g] . It is clear that we shall obtain all possible threads S=[f, e] with nondegenerate right-simple interior kernel K and such that T = S/K has e as identity element (and so is commutative), by the following procedure: (1) Construct a thread T=[f, e] with interior zero and such that e is the identity element; the method for doing this is given by Theorem 4. T will possess a largest idempotent g such that/g = 0. If g = 0, discard T. If g>0, proceed to step (2).
( (1) There exist closed, convex, order-anti-homomorphisms 9 and r\ of T' and T", respectively, into K, such that 0(0) =co and i)(0) =a.
(2) There exist retractions \p and x of K onto 9(T') and n(T"), respectively, such that \px(K) =4/(a) and X'/'M = x(<°) for every k in K.
(3) The binary operation in S, which we now denote by o is completely determined by that in T, which we denote by juxtaposition, and the mappings 9, ij, \p, x as follows (wherein x, x'GT'0; tGT'; y, y'GT'">; sGT"; k, XGK): Conversely, let T-[f,e] be a thread with interior zero 0 such that(4) ef=fe = 0. Define T', T'a, T", T"° as above. Let K be a nondegenerate right simple thread [a, co] . Assume that there exist mappings 9, n, \p, x satisfying (1) and (2). Let r° = r\{0} and S = K\JT<). Define a binary operation o in S by (Ll-4), and Likewise all of (Ll-4) follow from Theorem 8 except for the last two parts of (Ll), which, because of (L2), can be expressed x o y =o> o y and y o x=a o x. We shall prove these first, dropping the o notation.
Let xE(co, e] and let yE [f, a). Then xy = (xe)y=x(ey) =ey, since eyEK. Thus xy is independent of x; and, letting x-no, we get coy = ey. Hence xy = ey = coy. The proof that yx=ax is dual.
We proceed to prove (2). Let kEK. Since x(R) =v(F"), there exists y in T" such that xW=')(3')=7^ Then ^pxM=4'(yy)=yye=ye, since yeEK.
But, by the foregoing with x = e, ye = ae=ip(a). Ytence \px(«) =ye=4/(a). The proof that x^M = x(<°) is dual.
We omit proof of the converse.
We proceed to discuss the construction of all possible linear extensions 5 of a given nondegenerate right simple thread K = [a, to] by a given commutative thread T= [f, e] with interior zero element 0. We can assume ef( =fe) ^0. If ef<0 then T is the contact extension of J\ = [ef, e] by the standard thread [/, ef], and we saw in Theorem 10 that there exists a linear extension 5 of AT by T if and only if there exists a linear extension Si of K by 7\, and that we can obtain every 5 by a contact extension of an Si by [/, ef] . Consequently the problem is reduced to the consideration of Ti, and this is the substance of the corollary to Theorem 9. Moreover we get every thread 5= [f, e] such that ef=feEK by adding a fourth step to the three steps given after this corollary, namely that of taking a contact extension.
We pass on to the case ef=fe = 0. In this case an extension 5 of K by T always exists. In the terminology of Theorem 10, we may take 9(x) =i/'(k) =co and rj(y) =xW =« for all /c in AT, x in T' = [0, e], and y in T" = [f, 0]. In general, let 6, rj, \p, x be mappings satisfying conditions (1) and (2) [8, co] , is the identity map on [8, co] , and maps [7, 8] continuously into [8, co] . Likewise define x in any way such that it maps all of [8, a>] into a single element of [a, y] , is the identity map on [a, 7] , and maps [7, 8] continuously into [a, 7] . (Evidently such \p and x always exist.) Then define product o in S=Ta\JK by (Ll-4) of Theorem 10. Moreover, the foregoing procedure will produce every possible thread S-[f, e] with interior kernel if, such that efandfe both belong to if.
14. Threads 5 with interior kernel if such that S/K is noncommutative.
The notion of a "January thread" was defined in the introduction to Part I. By Theorem 6, a thread T= Theorem 11. Let S be a thread [f, e] with nondegenerate interior kernel K = [a, co] such that T -S/K is a January thread. K is either right or left simple, and as usual we can and shall assume the former. Then T must be righthanded.
(1) There exist elements 8 and 7 of if, B^y, and retractions \p and \p' of K onto [8, co] and [a, 7] respectively, such that the restriction of \p to [a, 7] and that of\p' to [8, co] are mutually inverse order-anti-isomorphisms.
(2) There exists a closed, convex, order-anti-homomorphism
(3) The binary operation S, which we now denote by o, is completely determined by that in T, which we denote by juxtaposition, and the mappings \p, \p', 9
as follows (wherein x, yGT° = T\{o}; tGT'; k, XGK): Conversely, let T= [f, e] be a right-handed January thread, and let K=[a,to] be a nondegenerate right simple thread. Suppose furthermore that there exist elements 8 and y of K and mappings \p, \p', and 9 satisfying conditions (1) and (2) above. Let T° = T\ {0} and S = KVJ T°. Let a binary operation o be defined in S by (J 1-4) . Order S as usual (see e.g. Theorem 9). Then S is a thread with interior kernel K, and S/K^T.
Proof. Let T' = [0, e], T"=[f, 0]. Suppose T were left-handed. Then T'T" = T' and T"T' = T"; moreover e and / are right identities of T. Consider in S the product fto = to. By continuity of multiplication, there exists an open interval V(to) about co such that/F(co)CI (a, e] . V(to) must have some element x in common with (to, e] . But/x<0 in T, and hence fx<a in 5, contrary to fV(to)Q(a, e]. We conclude that T must be right-handed. to [8, to] are mutually inverse mappings. Since they are continuous, and \p(a) =to, ip'(to) =a, it follows that they are order-reversing; in particular, 1^(7) =/3 and $'(8) =7. We now see that 7^p\ For, were 7>/3, xp would be the identity mapping in [/3, 7] and at the same time orderreversing, evidently absurd. Hence (1) is established.
We define a mapping 9 of T' into AT by 0(x)=8x (x>0) and 9(0) =to. (2) then follows from Theorem 8.
We proceed to the proof of (J 1-4), dropping the notation o. To establish (JI), we must show that if x and y are elements of S\K such thatxyEA', then xy=co if y>co and xy=a if y <a. This follows from Lemma 12. For if y>co, then xy = x(ey) = (xe)y, and xe>co also; and if y<a, then xy = x(fy) = (xf)y, and xf<a also. To show (J2), let^(ic) =9(t), i.e. ne=8t. If x>to, then KX = nex=8tx = 9(tx). If x<a, then KX=Kxf = Kexef = 8txef=xp'(8txe)=\p'9(txe). Conversely, let T=[f, e] be a noncommutative thread with zero element 0 such that ef<fe, and hence such that [ef,fe] is a right-handed January thread.
Let /i=e/ and ei=fe. Define T", T', T'0, T", T"° as above. Let K be a right simple thread [a, co] . Assume furthermore that there exist four elements 71^7 8^81 of if, and four mappings \p, x, 0, V w^^ all the properties stated in (2) and (3) above. Let S = KVJT0. Define a binary operation o in S by (Hl-4). Order S as usual. Then S is a thread with kernel K such that S/K^T. Since xfiG[fi, 0), ri(xfi) =yxfi. Since p\fi=pVi/ = pV = x(|8i) =7l we have Bixfi=8ifixfi=yixfi, and so x^(xei)=r}(xfi). By (2b), the restriction of \pX to [Bi, co] is the identity mapping. Since 0(xei)G [81, co] we conclude that \prj(xfi) =\px9(xei) =9(xei). (3c) holds also for x = 0 since x(w) =a and ip(a) =co.
The relations (H2-4) follow directly from Theorem 8 applied to the subthreads [a, e] and [/, co] of 5, as well as those cases in (HI) in which x and y are on the same side of 0 in T. What is left to prove is (dropping the notation o) that x < a, y > co, xy G K imply xy = co;
x < a, y > co, yx G K imply yx = a.
But xy = x(ey) = (xe)y, and xe>co; yx=y(fx) = (yf)x, and yf<a. The desired conclusions then follow from those cases of (HI) which follow from Theorem 8.
We omit proof of the converse, and proceed to a discussion of the construction of all possible linear extensions S of a given nondegenerate right simple thread if = [a, co] by a given noncommutative thread T= [f, e] with 0. By Theorem 12, no such S can exist unless ef<fe, i.e. [ef, fe] is a righthanded January thread. In other words, T and if must be similarly oriented. But this condition is sufficient for the existence of at least one linear extension S. In the notation of Theorem 12, we can take B = Bi=u, 7=7i=a; \p(n) =co and x(k) =«. for all k in if; 0(x) =co for all x in T' = [0, e]; rj(x) =a for all x in T" = [t, 0] . We get all possible linear extensions S of if by T by the following procedure.
(1) Select elements Bi and 71 of if such that (a) 71 ^/3i, (b) the intervals [81, co] and [a, 71] 
